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- Greater Risk and Unknowns

- Less Flexibility

- Lower Building Efficiency (lower net:gross ratio than new build 
developments)

So why are we drawn to these challenging projects?

Why Invest in the Historic Environment



Why Invest in the Historic Environment

- An opportunity to celebrate historic design and architecture

- Find a sustainable use for heritage assets

- Improvements to the built environment

- Opportunity to partner with other stakeholders with a shared interest 

Oxford Castle
Hotel with retail and residential
Completed 2005



Bristol Guildhall
Conversion to Hotel with event spaces, spa and 

roof top pool

“Heritage buildings contribute to the grain and quality 
of our towns and cities and contribute to tourism, place-
making and economic regeneration.  Investing in them  
is not an activity which will make a quick buck, but with 
patience and good management there is more than 
adequate reward”
Trevor Osborne, Chairman of the Trevor Osborne Property Group

Why Invest in the Historic Environment



How to invest in the Historic Environment

1. Financial Assessment and Viability Appraisal

- What options exist for the site?
Consider site use, net areas

- How much will it cost to develop the site?
Consider cost of land, professional fees, construction costs,
surveys, fees, overheads and abnormal costs 

- How long will the development take and  what will a bank charge 
in terms of interest on project costs?

- What will be the overall market value of the completed works?



How to invest in the Historic Environment

2.   Responding to a Conservation Deficit

- A conservation deficit exists when the current value of a heritage asset plus the cost 
of bringing it back into use is greater than the value of the asset after development 
has been completed.

- If a conservation deficit exists organisations such as the HLF may offer grant funding 
to make the project commercially viable and therefore safeguard the future of our 
historic buildings.

- The level of grant funding along with the conditions of a successful application will 
vary between different bodies but the following will generally be required:

a) Proof of a conservation deficit, firstly through an initial viability appraisal and then through 
a more detailed development appraisal.

b) Demonstrate an appropriate level of funding is being applied for.
c) Demonstration that the project meets certain criteria such as falling within the scope of 

the HLF’s Historic Enterprise Programme.
d) Demonstrate what specifically the grant funding will be used for.



Examples of the outcome

Bristol Guildhall, Bank of England and 
Chambers
Previous use: Law Courts and offices
New use : Hotel with spa and event facilities
Listed: Grade I;  II*;  II
Construction Cost: £22m

Funding Source:
Private with Bank Funding – No conservation deficit



Examples of the outcome

Funding Source Contribution £

Heritage Lottery Fund 23,800,000

Derbyshire County Council 2,000,000

English Heritage 500,000

Local Enterprise Partnership 2,000,000

Buxton Crescent
Previous use: Hotel / Lodging Houses; Council Offices
New use: 5 star Hotel and Thermal Spa
Listed: Grade I;  II
Construction Cost: £33m



Examples of the outcome

Funding Source Contribution £

SEEDA 7,000,000

Oxfordshire County Council 255,000

Heritage Lottery Fund 3,800,000

English Heritage 150,000

Oxford Castle
Previous use :Gaol
New use : Mixed use– Hotel, Residential, Restaurants
Listed: Grade I;  II*;  II
Construction Cost: £27m
Awards:12 including Project of the Year 2006 (RICS)



In Summary

- There are great benefits to investing in the Historic Environment,
but they must be considered economically viable.

- The HLF and other organisations play a significant part in making 
projects viable through grant funding, with the result of 
preserving these historic assets.

Any Questions


